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Twenty years ago, the capital city of Monterrey in the Mexican 
state of Nuevo León was regarded as one of the safest places in 
the country. This changed in 2006 when then-President Felipe 
Calderon implemented his ‘kingpin strategy.’ His intention was to 
destroy Mexican cartels by arresting and extraditing their leaders. 
The plan backfired when multiple factions splintered from their 
parent groups and declared war on each other, creating even 
more criminal chaos throughout the country. Nuevo León was not 
immune to the negative impact, and violence and kidnappings 
gradually increased. Experts have recently provided statistical 
evidence showing the very clear correlation between drug cartel 
rivalries and civilian casualties in the region.

Until recently three main cartels operated throughout Nuevo León: 
the Cartel Jalisco Nueva Generacion (CJNG), the Gulf Cartel, and the 
Noroeste Cartel. Many smaller criminal groups also play key roles 
(‘smaller’ is a relative term as some of these groups number in the 
hundreds). 

As these three large criminal enterprises each controlled their own 
territories, inter-cartel clashes were quite rare. This was until late 
last year when the Sinaloa Cartel moved in with the intention to 
take over drug, migrant, and weapon transportation routes in the 
state. After the arrest and extradition of Joaquin Guzman Loera (‘El 
Chapo’) to the United States five years ago, an internal feud broke 
out between the new leaders (Guzman’s sons and Ismael Zambada), 
which pushed some factions of the group to new territories - 
including Nuevo León. 
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Kidnapping increased notably over recent months due 
to the following factors; the Sinaloa Cartel’s intrusion 
into Nuevo León, corruption in the police forces, and 
pressure on the other criminal groups. Cases are 
anticipated to continue rising until the cartels settle 
their territorial differences.  

Evidence of the severity of the current kidnapping 
situation in Nuevo León;
• A number of reported kidnappings for ransom over 

recent months have been proven to involve police.
• Several disappearances have taken place on the 

Mexican/USA border on the ‘highway of death’, 
which connects the industrial city Monterrey with 
Nuevo Laredo in the State of Tamaulipas. Although 
the Nuevo León government has reportedly rescued 
17 victims of highway kidnappings over the past 
year, unfortunately most of the missing have been 
killed. 

• Since the beginning of 2022, more than 50 women 
and girls have disappeared in Monterrey and 
elsewhere in Nuevo León (five were found dead 
after being reported missing or kidnapped).  

Because no effective solution is expected from the 
government in the short to medium term, it is most 
likely that the security situation within the state of 
Nuevo León will only improve when the rival cartels 
come to an agreement, or significantly weaken each 
other. 
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Ecuador
Due to rising violent crime, Ecuador’s President Guillermo Lasso 
declared a 60-day state of emergency in the three western provinces 
of Guayas, Manabí, and Esmeraldas on 29 April 2022. The president 
imposed a curfew and deployed 4,000 police officers and 5,000 
military troops in the areas that have seen the sharpest increase in 
murders and gang-related crime. The three provinces recorded an 
increase of 41% in deaths caused by violent crime (January to April 
2021; 358 vs January to April 2022; 853).  The country’s Zone 8, 
an administrative area covering the cities of Guayaquil and Durán, 
reported 159 homicides between 01 January and 14 February 2022 
alone.

This is the second time in less than a year that President Lasso 
has declared a state of emergency.  In October 2021 he declared a 
nationwide 60-day state of emergency following widespread violent 
prison riots that left over 320 inmates dead. That state of emergency 
was cut down to 30 days by a constitutional court after the broad and 
extreme criticism against the perceived abuse of power. 
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853 reported in Guayas, 
Manabí, and Esmeraldas as 
a result of criminal violence 
from January to April 2022

Deaths

358 In the same period in 2021

Deaths

29th April, 2022
STATE OF EMERGENCY (SOM)
ECUADOR

60 day State of  Emergency

Guayas, Manabí, and Esmeraldas 

Nationwide SOM Oct 2021
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Mexico and Latin America

Ecuador
According to investigative firm, Insight 
Crime, Ecuador’s homicide rate 
increased faster than any other Latin 
American country in 2021. Insight Crime 
ranked the capital Guayaquil as the 50th 
most violent city in the world.  

Ecuador is victim to its location. 
Bordering Colombia, Peru and the Pacific 
Ocean, the cocaine transit route (from 
Colombia via Ecuador to Mexico enroute 
to the United States and Asia) is one 
of the most active routes in the global 
cocaine trade. Ecuadorian criminal gangs 
act as couriers, entrusted with moving 
cocaine between the Colombian and 
Mexican cartels. The two prominent 
criminal gangs are the Choneros and the 
Lobos. In fact, the violent prison riots 

prompting the first state of emergency 
were due to violence between these 
two opposing factions in their fight for 
territorial control - the prisons having 
become contested battlegrounds.

In addition to this inter-gang violence, 
transnational criminal organizations 
operating in Esmeraldas province - 
located in northwest Ecuador, bordering 
the Pacific Ocean and Colombia - 
have been perpetrators of violent 
crime throughout the province.  This 
includes homicides of local citizens, 
and bombings which target Ecuadorian 
military and law enforcement agents.

In the coastal city of Guayaquil - 
specifically in the region south of Portete 

de Tarquí Avenue - these transnational 
criminal organisations and local gangs 
have embarked on a series of violent 
crimes, including murders, targeted 
assassinations, armed robberies, and 
assaults. In February in Duran (near 
Guayaquil), two handcuffed men were 
found hanging from a pedestrian bridge. 
This method of execution is commonly 
associated with Mexican drug cartels. 
Ecuadorian gangs have also begun 
targeting and assassinating police 
officers, like the Mexican cartels. Despite 
the efforts and multiple declarations of 
a state of emergency by President Lasso 
and his government, there seems to be 
no end in sight to the violence currently 
impacting Ecuador. 
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Ukraine
The conflict in Ukraine continues. There have been 
reports of a break down in law and order in areas that 
Russians forces have occupied, even temporarily. The 
Russians have been accused of numerous crimes 
against civilians, including mass killing, rape, torture, 
theft and kidnapping. 

USAID has confirmed that the Russian military is 
kidnapping journalists, local community members, 
politicians, religious leaders, and influencers in a 
campaign of intimidation. The UN Human Rights 
Monitoring Mission has registered more than 100 cases 
since 24 February 2022. This is not the first time that 
Russians have used kidnappings and disappearances 
as a warfare tactic. When the Russians occupied the 
Crimean Peninsula in 2014, kidnappings and forced 
disappearances were just two of their many atrocities. 

The purpose behind kidnappings is not usually 
financially driven - it is to inflict fear on the Ukrainian 
people. In these cases ransoms are in the form of 
demands for information and coerced political actions. 
This is the reason why mayors and other public figures 
of important Ukrainian cities and towns are being 
targeted by the Russian army. These victims are being 
held, tortured, and even killed, and are only released if 
they publicly vocalise support for Russia. 
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Ukraine
Ukraine’s civilians face another threat. There are an increasing 
number of reports of extortion and kidnappings for ransom against 
refugees leaving the country, perpetrated by organised criminal 
groups in Ukraine and in neighbouring countries. It is very difficult 
to get reliable statistics due the ongoing conflict. Before the Russian 
invasion, kidnapping for ransom was an infrequent crime in Ukraine 
with only a handful of high-profile kidnap cases involving politically 
exposed people, or businessmen with foreign ties. 

While there is war between Russia and Ukraine, there is no war 
between the Russian and Ukrainian organised crime groups. These 
criminal enterprises are exploiting and benefitting from the ongoing 
sanctions against Russia. It is predicted that organised crime groups 
will be stronger than ever when the conflict in the region comes to an 
end. 

Europol (EMPACT) recently identified several areas where organised 
crime linked to the Ukrainian conflict could present serious threats 
to Europe (and to the world at large), including cyber-crimes and 
extortions to name just two. 
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Nigeria
During the last week of April 2022, the Nigerian Senate approved an 
amendment to the country’s terrorism law that would make it illegal 
to pay ransoms in kidnapping cases. The amendment proposes a 
sentence of life imprisonment for the act of kidnapping, and the death 
penalty for convicted kidnappers should the abduction lead to loss of 
life. Controversially, the amendment also states that any person who 
pays a ransom could face up to 15 years in prison. Several Nigerian 
states passed state laws years ago that mandated the long prison 
terms and death penalty in kidnapping cases. But this is the first time 
that Nigeria has taken steps towards making the payment of ransoms 
illegal, punishable by incarceration.  

This initiative comes as Nigeria experiences a series of violent 
kidnappings, evidenced on 28 March when gunmen attacked a train 
travelling from the Nigerian capital, Abuja, to the city of Kaduna. 
Eight people were killed and over 100 were kidnapped. Subsequent 
reports of kidnappers using their hostages as human shields against 
security forces are disconcerting. (NOTE: some reports indicate 
the attack was carried out by an armed criminal gang while other 
reports indicate the attack was carried out by a faction of Boko Haram 
working with an armed criminal gang)

In addition, terrorist organizations Boko Haram (BH), ISIS West Africa 
Province (ISIS-WA), and Jama’atu Ansarul Muslimina Fi Biladis-
Sudan (Ansaru) are all active in northeastern Nigeria and are the 
perpetrators of many kidnappings.  
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Nigeria
Targeted victims include wealthy Nigerians, dual nationality citizens 
who have returned to Nigeria for a visit, as well as American citizens 
with perceived wealth. Oil and gas personnel, along with those 
working in the construction and engineering sectors, have been 
actively targeted to the extent that several foreign companies have 
suspended operations in Nigeria in recent years. Over and above the 
rampant violent kidnappings, more than 4,000 people were killed in 
Nigeria’s armed violence in 2021 (U.S. Council on Foreign Relations).
   
It must be pointed out that the bill still needs approval from the lower 
House of Representatives, and from President Muhammadu Buhari, 
before it becomes law. It is however believed that it will go through.  

Kidnapping groups have been collecting large 
sums of money from ransom payments. Lagos-
based risk analysis firm, SB Morgen Intelligence, 
reports at least $18.3 million in ransom was paid 
to Nigerian kidnappers between 2011 and 2020.
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Pakistan
Pakistan has experienced a significant increase in crime in recent 
years. In a crime index table created by the data research site 
Numbeo, of 142 surveyed countries in 2022, Pakistan ranked 87th 
overall (Venezuela being first and Qatar last at number 142). In 2019 
and 2020, overall crime rose 11% year-on-year. Almost 900,000 
crimes were reported in 2020, including major crimes such as 
murder, rape, gang rape, sexual abuse of a minor, kidnapping, armed 
robbery, burglary, and carjacking. 

Of note are the state-sponsored abductions of suspected Islamic or 
separatist militants, as well as political opponents, activists, students, 
politicians, human rights defenders, journalists, and lawyers. All have 
been apprehended without due process, and with no information 
provided to the families left behind. Human rights groups have 
documented how widespread and entrenched the practice has 
become, particularly by ISI (Inter-Services Intelligence). ISI has 
been accused of operating a ‘state within a state’ in Pakistan, and is 
reported to employ more than 10,000 operatives, most serving as 
military officers. 
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The kidnapping rate 
in Pakistan gradually 
declined as follows. 
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Pakistan
Balochistan, Pakistan’s resource-rich 
but troubled state bordering Iran and 
Afghanistan, has long been the centre 
of enforced disappearances. These 
disappearances were used as a tool to 
crush the province’s ongoing bloody 
insurgency, which saw separatists 
fighting for greater control over minerals 
and political autonomy. Between January 
and August of 2020, 139 people were 
forcibly abducted from Balochistan. Only 
84 have since been released. 

Of note here is the US$60 billion 
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 
(CPEC) - established in 2015 - which 
brought an influx of Chinese workers. 
In 2018 the number of workers swelled 
to about 60,000 strong, which caused 
resentment among native insurgents. 
They claimed to have seen nothing 
of China’s huge investment, coupled 
with the fact that the CPEC projects 
exploit Balochistan’s resources. This 
prompted numerous deadly attacks 
against Chinese workers and the project 
sites. Terrorist attacks are expected to 
continue.  

According to the Pakistan Institute for 
Peace Studies (PIPS), 207 terrorist 

attacks took place in Pakistan in 2021 
— an increase of 42% year on year (335 
people were killed in 2020). PIPS notes 
that the TTP (Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan), 
a terrorist group closely affiliated with 
the Afghanistan Taliban, is responsible 
for killing tens of thousands of Pakistanis 
between 2007 and 2015. The TTP 
claimed 282 attacks in 2021, more 
than 500 law enforcement personnel 
homicides, and another 42 attacks in 
January 2022.

On 10 April 2022, a constitutional crisis 
culminated in then-Prime Minister Imran 
Khan losing a motion of no confidence. 
This effectively ended his premiership, 
making him the first prime minister of 
Pakistan to be removed from office for 
this reason. On 11 April 2022 Shehbaz 
Sharif was elected as the country’s 
23rd Prime Minister.  Sharif will serve 
for just short of a year to fulfill Imran 
Khan’s term until the 2023 Pakistan 
General Election (although it appears 
that the election may be called earlier). 
Sharif now inherits an ailing economy, 
with inflation in the double digits. The 
cost of basic necessities such as food 
and fuel are skyrocketing, and the 
government’s foreign exchange reserves 

are rapidly depleting. When discussing 
the foreign policy failures of the outgoing 
government, Sharif stated that he will 
expedite the multi-billion-dollar China 
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) 
project and rebuild broken ties with 
partners and allies.
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China
Obtaining reliable data on any crime in 
China is difficult but in the area of illegal 
detentions and kidnapping it is even 
more of an issue. 

In broad terms, illegal detention is 
the deprivation of liberty outside the 
confines of the law, which is clearly 
applicable in a variety of scenarios. Law 
enforcement officers illegally detain 
someone if the conditions of a lawful 
arrest are not met.  In the context of 
China, it is worth noting that the police 
are allowed to detain a person for up to 
37 days before the prosecutor approves 
an arrest warrant. Then – even after an 
official arrest has been made – a person 
may be detained for up to 13.5 months 
before formal charges are made and the 
case is transferred to the court. 

Illegal detention of businessmen to 
settle outstanding debts remains 
commonplace – so much so that such 
cases are not typically considered to be 

kidnappings by authorities who are often 
reluctant to get involved. Unverified 
reports of businessmen being ‘invited’ to 
meetings for extended periods of time 
without access to the outside world, are 
rife. But those reported meetings are 
officially unverified and off-the-record.  

There have been also reports of 
the Chinese government detaining 
businessmen and business owners. 
Some are politically motivated, such as 
the detention and eventual arrest and 
conviction of Sun Dawu, owner of one of 
the country’s largest private agricultural 
businesses. He was eventually convicted 
of ‘picking quarrels and provoking 
trouble,’ a charge often used against 
activists. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 
authorities took control of Dawu’s 
businesses after his conviction, all but 
turning them into state-run corporations. 
More worrisome are the illegal 
detentions and forced disappearances of 
powerful businessmen. In January 2017, 

one of China’s most famous financiers 
- Chinese Canadian Xiao Jianhua - was 
taken from the Four Seasons hotel in 
Hong Kong. Xiao was transported to 
Mainland China, where he remains 
detained to this day without having 
been charged. In what has become a 
common scenario, his business is now 
under government direction and has 
reportedly sold billions in investments to 
remunerate state banks. 

The Chinese government has been 
increasingly employing the tactic 
of extrajudicial kidnappings and 
subsequent illegal detentions to 
threaten, intimidate, and silence 
those who dare to speak against it. 
Additionally, the government has used 
and continues to use these tactics as 
a tacit threat to all foreign businesses 
and their employees living and working 
in China – all of whom know that the 
government faces no repercussions for 
its actions. 
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China
Information of children been sold for adoption 
overseas are widely circulated. The adoption agencies 
of China receive considerable donations from adoptive 
foreign parents, and in rare cases some agencies 
have been known to purchase children from human 
traffickers. The abduction of children by parents 
seeking custody is a lesser-defined area. For decades it 
was not considered a crime in Chinese law for parents 
to kidnap and hide their own children. The problem 
has become more widespread as the country’s divorce 
rate has steadily risen. Most divorces in China are 
settled privately, which can result in custody-sharing 
agreements. But for couples who go to court, it is 
often all or nothing. In 2021, the news organization 
CNN published an investigative report that estimated 
80,000 children were abducted and hidden for 
custody purposes in 2019 alone.

Despite a prevalence of such crimes in the past, there 
are signs that the issue is improving. By 1991, the 
Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress 
addressed the issues of kidnapping for sale of women 
and children, kidnapping for blackmailing, purchasing 
of abducted women and children, as well inhibiting the 
rescue of kidnapped women and children due to the 
abuse of office. Penalties for the abduction, purchase, 
sale, and trafficking of women and children were finally 
imposed in 1997. 
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Piracy

Piracy
As noted earlier in this report, Ecuador has 
been hit hard by cartel and gang-related 
violence in recent years. This violence 
extends beyond the Pacific beaches of 
Ecuador into the waters offshore. Though 
not typically known as a center for piracy, 
the coast of Ecuador has experienced an 
increasing number of incidents of piracy 
over the past decade – almost always 
tied to drug trafficking. Fishermen in the 
northern province of Esmeraldas have 
reported 850 attacks over the past five 
years. Unlike other areas of the world 
(such as the Gulf of Guinea) where pirates 
board ships for the purpose of kidnapping 
crew members for ransom, pirates off 
the coast of Ecuador almost always board 
boats for the purpose of robbery.   

According to reports, large cartel-
operated ships that carry drugs north will 

anchor over 20 miles offshore to stay out 
of the reach of Ecuadorian authorities. 
The previously mentioned Ecuadorian 
drug trafficking gangs act as couriers 
for the cartels. In this capacity, they are 
tasked with transporting the drugs to the 
ships. There have been reports of pirates 
forcing fisherman to participate in drug 
trafficking, and even going to far as to 
extort fishermen to pay a monthly fee 
for protection. It has also been reported 
that some fishermen are being paid 
as informants to provide intel on the 
whereabouts of other boats.   

According to officials, these pirate 
crews are usually comprised of up to six 
people (occasionally dressed in military 
uniform), are heavily armed, and typically 
travel in two boats. Their attacks have 
become increasingly violent, with more 

ending in murder. In March of this year, 
two fishermen were shot and killed and 
a third was injured in an attack off the 
coast of Jama (northwestern province 
of Manabí). Fishermen are not the only 
targets. Tourists’ boats in the area have 
also reportedly been attacked by armed 
pirates.   

The Ecuadorian government has been 
attempting to address the issue, including 
working with the United States Coast 
Guard. Ecuador has also attempted to 
coordinate with Colombian authorities, 
although this has been met with dubious 
success. 
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